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summary 

A fast beam chopper has been built that can 
produce in arbttrary pulse program of the 200 YeV II- 
beam for synchronous injection into moving rf buck- 
ets i,? the AGS. The chopper vi11 elimtnate rf cap- 
ture ;osses ,111d can be used to tailor the initial 
distrtbution in longitudinal phase space by varying 
the pulse parameters, width and phase, on a bunch- 
by-bunch time scale, during multi-turn injection. 
The chopper also serves as a studies tool since it 
can provide controllable beam intensity with fixed 
longitudinal e-nittance (and converszly) and/or miss- 
ing bunches. It is an electrostatic deflectton 
device with 15 pairs of plates located above and 
below the 35 keV II- beam between the ion source and 
the RF? preinjcctor. The plates are spaced 26 mm 
apart in the bean direction and connected as a slow- 
w,ave structure by coaxial cables. They are driven 
to f- 760 V by dc-coupled pulse generators. Ream 
current rise and fall times are less than 10 ns. 

Introduction 

Injection, rf capture, and early acceleration 
arc crucial steps to successful operation of the 
synchrotcon, in particular, the vast majority of 
particle losses in an acceleration cycle occur dur- 
ing these steps. Rf capture losses could, in prin- 
ciple, be eliminated by an adiabatic turn on of the 

rf voltage. But for a high intensity machine such 
as the AGS, the long time required for adiabatic 
captilre would be prohibitive, because other loss 
mechnnisms, such as transverse stopband l"SSeS, 

driven by large betatron tune spreads due to space 
charge at low energy, would defeat the advantage of 
effective rf capture. Optimized non-adiabnticlcap- 
ture schemes have been used with some success, but 
efficiencies are limited. In order to eliminate the 
rf capture process altogether, a fast chopper has 
been built that can prepare the rf bunch structure 
of the beam before injection into phase stable buck- 
ets in the KS. The elimination of rf capture loss- 
es may relax some of the constraints on optimizing 
other facets of the early acceleration process. 
Moreover, the presence of time structure on the 
injected beam allows investigation of the causes of 
other enrly losses by enabling ac-coupled instru- 
mentation devices to see the beam at injection. 

To be effective, the chopper must have complete 
controllability of the injected pulse program (see 
below). This controllability also opens the possi- 
bility for using the chopper as a studies tool. A 
specified longitudinal emittance can be obtained by 
populating only the appropriate area of phase space 
while the beam intensity can be independently con- 
trolled by the number of turns injected. Converse- 

lY3 at fixed intensity, the initial distribution in 
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phase space can be programmed to study such effects 
as the dependence oE betatron tune depression on 
longi:,ldinsl bunching factor and the stability of 
hollow distributions in the prc$ence of beal? control 
feedback loops.’ Zero is an allowed value of the 
wFdtl1, which gives bunch-to-bunch Intensity control, 
useful for studies of transient beam loading on the 
acceleration cavities. 

Applications Program 

Injection into the AGS is done while the ma:- 
netic field is rising at a rate of 0.5 T/s.’ This 
is done to minimize the tiloe that the beam must 
spend at the lowest energy where space charge ef- 
fects are greatest. Also, the power supply ripple 
would be excessive at the low voltage needed for 
zero rise rate at the injection field level (250 
Gauss). The synchro,liznLion energy (E. = the energy 
of a particle that does not change plasc with re- 7 
spect to the rf), therefore, depends on time during 
the injection process. The time dependence is 

governed by the two controlled variables i and t 

(i = df/dt) through3 

;$. 
GE, 

= 7 [iif - + hl 
‘tr 

where D is the norlnaltzed particle velocity, and n = 
.,-2 _ y-2 

that; 
. One normally chooses i/f = VT2i?/B so 

the radius of the orbit oE the synchronous 

particle is constant. In that case, cs = 7.0 

EleV/ms. At the other extreme, a capture strategy 

could choose i/f = Y;‘, b/B so that the synchronous 
energy is constant. The radius of the synchronous 
particle will change then at the rate of -3.5 cm/ms. 
Since the linac energy is constant, the forlner 
choice implies that the phase coordinates of the 
separatrix at the injected beam energy will change 
continuollsly during inject ion. While for the latter 
case one is injecting into a stationary bucket at 
the synchronous energy and the boundaries are always 
+ IT. 

The chopper accommodates this variety of choice 
by using pre-calculated phase coordinates for tile 
edges of each pulse that is injected. The coordi- 
nates are fetched out in real time from a fast 
memory and used to trigger the high voltage pulsers 
that switch the beam on and ofE. The memory con- 
tents are calculated by an interactive applications 
program in the AGS Apollo-based computer control 
system. An example oE the graphic output of the 
program is shown in Figure 1. The input variables 

. . 
are: rf voltage/turn, B, f, injected synchronous 
energy, beam current, and number of turns to inject. 
The output is a graphic display of the separatrix 
and the area into which particles will be injected. 
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Vmrero: 720.0 KeV/lurn b-dot: 0.5 Tlsec ,n~ turns: 76 I bran:?: 
R.&.: 197.0 MeV F dot: 33.0 ktlrlns ph~m1: 90.0 deg 

Moving Dkt Bunch Stationary Bkt 
Oi-X2.X 0.93 evls 9.70 ews 1.2! evzs ph\_stable: 8.57 deg 
lielght: 2.21 MeV 1.98 IleV 2.51 IW 
Ilclght: 10.35 klir 9.27 klir 11.75 kHr delta R: -0.05 c" 
hJ?CtlOn tine: 361.8 "set Synch Freq: 5.840 KHz #Synch 0s:: 2.11 
CIIImfractlon: 63.0 % of bunch height Iin~ partrclns: 2.32e+13 

1 I --~~ --~ 

] 0 
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-n bunch 7 B 

‘;i~‘“re 1 , Cl\Oi>!>*Zr corItr<>l ~~I>A~A\II o\ltptIt; bucket, 

b11nc11, and ~rt?a int) which particLes 
.jre illjected. 

:dul7~‘ricat ~outpl~ts are yiven for tile parn,neters of 
phase space .tnd si?ver.xl. #other relevant quantities, 
such a5 : the variation of radiils oE the synchronous 

particle, the total number ‘of particles injected, 
and the synchrotron oscillation E r~equency. Indi- 
vl,duaL ;,111ses can be switched on anJ r+Ff by chanting 
values of the elements of a bunch-X-t.lril iaat.rix from 
one t<, Let-o. 

Construction of the Chopper 

The fc,isijiLity n; implencnt i.,?g a chopper ;iith 
the nvcess3ry flexil>i.Lity Eollows from the change oE 
t:le A;;S prciljsctor fro10 ,I Cockcrort-;*'alt<> 1 to an 

RF<) lin~c.~ This bm,aite the bcnn accessibLe :at sround 
potent i.31 vhilf> it is st a tow enoilgh ener,ly (35 
keV) 50 til:lt it can hr. eEFective1.y deflected with 
practical voltages. The chopper is a ptllsed elec- 
trostatic dr:Ftector, located between the ion so,~t-ce 
a11d tt1r i?rq, nirlway !)ztwecn tm Focusiht: solenoids 
that wtch the bt?.1n to tile RFQ acct’ptarlc~?. T’?e benm 

:li.Iwtiir is 80 mm dt that point. ilnwanted beam is 
rcjecte.i hy def tecti.ng tt outside the opening of a 
14 ~nm di,lncter circillar apert~r<? which is lr>cated at 
the ent r:+i,c.? c,f the RF!), 22 vu”, upstrean from the 
van< t ipi. The bean is rapidly convergin,: at this 
:,I> i nt with a I*’ a i :3 t inside the RFQ. The Twiss 

“ip1re ?. Chopper slow-wave strclcture. 

parameters arti CI = 5.0 and B = 0.27 -n and the bea,o 
enittance is 133 n WI mr~.l. Uith a paralLeL beam in 
the chopper, the deflection that is needed to dis- 
place the beal? outside the apert:lrr is 44 mr-lri, five 
tiloes what no11Ld be nc~‘dc~i iE the aperture i*lere at 
the waist. Furt:\er\oore, when the chol'per is in 
ape t-d t ion , the space charge neutraLia3tioQ by iollf- 
zdtion oE the res;duaL gas is lost, and the bean 
becomes divergelIt in the chopper, increasing tile 
requirerl deflection to 65 tar Id. Give~l the si.za 0E 
the heain and the desire to keri) voltages lad, the 
arr.-iy of deELectln:: ;>l.%tes was ;uade 3HIl iurn long in 
the ~C~II,I di wc t- ioq. 

4 dr.iwh<ick of the low .zner;:y of the beam is the 
Long time of ELight tilr,>llsh the deELectirlg plates, 
I50 ns. In order to get an acceptable risc/EaLl 
time on the beam pulse, it was necessary to segrncnt 
the dcf Lection plates into strips that <at-e 17 mm 
Long il the beam diractlon and 160 mm long trans- 
“elTSl2. The strips are located on 26 mm cellters. 
The voltage is applied to the ‘Itrips sequentlalty at 
a rate that matches the beam velocfty as a slo:~wave 
‘3 t ructllre. The delay between the stcips is obtained 
by conoectlng them one to the next with the appro- 
priate lensth oE coaxial cable. Figure 2 shows the 
1mechanLca1 assembly of the chopper. One can set 
that there are two sets of strips, located above and 
he!.ow the bean. There arc two advantages to this 
arrall$ement; one, the nagnitilde of the voltage necd- 
ed is halved and two, the extent of the Eringr field 
in the beam di.xction for each strip is also halved. 
This results in reduced rise/fall eime of the beam 
pulse. getails of the tllnint: of the ilapedsnce oE 
the strips to the impedance of the coaxial cables 
have been published ulsr~here.~ 

Pulse Generators -- 

The s11~ wave structilrelj are driven by a COIR- 
plez~~ntacy pair of high voLt.*se pulse ~ener,ltc)rs. 
The pulse ~cncr.ltors are c~inercial uni tS and 
rcElcct the stnte of the art of fast hiyh voltage 
pulse technology usin; power ‘i0SE’i:CS.6 The genera- 
tors have both pr111.-up and pull-down tr.ansi.stors ill 
the output stage and, hence, have equal. rise and 
fall times of the output pulse. The outputs are dc 
coupLed to the !fOSFI:Ki so that the voLtage level in 
the “ofE” state is always zero, independent of the 
dlity factor of the wavefocn. This is an essenrial 
featllrr for the chopper ;ince the usable beam is 
taken when the pulsars are “oEf”. The outpIt wave- 
forms a r13 shown in Figure 3, measured with a Tek- 
tronii 24h? oscilloscope vin a 40.9 dB power atteml- 
atr>r. The rise a~.:1 fall tin's (Inil to 79':) art? <jLl 
Less t’lari 9 ins. The ,>,11~1 z~pl itlldcs .i t-l’ 2- 760 
Volts. 

“isure 7. Outputs Erom high voltage 
puls<?rs. Center is zero volt;, 
20 ns/div. 
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Results with Beam 

Space Charge. The electrostatic field of the chop- 
per strongly affects the neutralizing ions in the 35 
keV transport line. When the chopper is turned on, 
the beam intensity is reduced by -15% and the rejec- 

tion ratio is only -80%. When the line is retuned 
for 100% rejection, the intensity is further reduced 
to 75% of the chopper-off value. 

Rise/Fall Times. Figure 4 shows the beam current - 
after the RFQ when the chopper is operating. The 
measurement was made with a wideband (> 2 GHz) 50 
Ohm Far.*day cup and a Tektronix 7104 oscilloscope. 
The 200 MHz microstructure from the RFQ can be seen. 
The rise and fall times comprise two periods at 200 
?IHz, implying transition times of 10 ns. 

Figure 4. Beam current between RFQ and linac, 
with chopper on,single sweep, 50 
ns/div. Zero at bottom of photo. 

AGS Revolution Frequency. A precise measurement 
(0.01%) of the revolution frequency of the linac 
bean in the ACS was made by injecting one bunch with 
the rf system off and observing a mountain range 
display of the wall current monitor signal. The 
display was triggered by a stable oscillator whose 
frequency was adjusted to produce a constant phase 
pattern in the display. A measurement of the de- 
bunching time of this bunch also yielded a value for 
the energy spread of the linac beam, dp/p = k 0.14 
(l)%. 

Linac Energy Spread. The linac energy spread was 
3150 obtained byobserving bunch rotation of a 
single injected turn. The phase extent of the in- 
jected pulse was sufficiently small (* 45’) that the 
synchrotron frequency was constant throughout the 
bunch. Figure 5 shows a mountain range display as 
the bunch rotates in phase space. From the minimum 
width in time at one quarter of the synchrotron 
period, we infer the linac energy spread to be dp/p 
= i- 0.06 (3)X. The discrepancy with the debunching 
result is not understood. 

Betatron Tunes versus Bunching Factor. Two differ- 
ent initial populations oE longitudinal phase space . . 
with equal beam intensities were created by inject- 
ing 34 turns of 90” phase extent, one centered at 
the stable fixed point and one offset. The number 
of turns injected was chosen so that the duration of 
the injectton process was equal to one synchrotron 
perjod. Although the number of particles injected 
was the same, the bunching factors were different, B 
= 0.18 and 0.24. Figure 6 shows the line charge 

Figure 5. Moulrtain range display of wall cur- 
rent monitor showins synchrotron 
motion of single 93” bunch. 

densities in the two cases. The coher<2Irt bet,.~trun 
tunes were measured For the tuo cases by the FFT 
technique. Th+ res:ll.ts are: Vx = 8.579 and u = 
8.815 for the Eormcr and Vx = 3.590 and Vy = n&5 
for the latter. Furtilerm>rc, the tunr spre.lds, as 
derived f ram tile line widths of the FFT specLra, 
indicate that the mo~n~‘llti1~.l s;>r-<%ad h:id doubled. 

L I L 
Figure 6. Line charge densities; (a) inject: I/ 

about the bucket center, bunching 
factor B = 0.18, (b) off center injec- 
tion, B = 0.24, 200 ns/div. 
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